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Overview

IT lifecycle management is considering business needs, budget and 

timing to acquire, use and phase out various technologies with 

thought and intent. A good IT lifecycle always begins with planning. 

It’s important to take into account how this technology will be used 

and how much it will cost. Organisations should have an idea when it 

will outlive its use to them so that they can proactively start the 

planning step for its replacement.



Client Problem / Need

When any company purchase any kind 

of technology, there is assumption that it 

will reach a point when it is no longer 

useful. The technology may become 

obsolete; that is, it’s still functional, but 

it’s too costly to maintain or too slow, or 

otherwise does not meet your needs. 

Technology can also break, of course. 

It’s definitely not useful then.

Waiting to replace technology in the 

workplace until it absolutely breaks may 

seem financially prudent, however, 

continuing to use obsolete technology 

well past its prime usually actually costs 

more money in the long run



Why Zones

Zones delivers complex IT solutions: Simply. But our solutions don't end at the point of sale. Zones services span the 

entire IT Lifecyle. Whether the organisation’s plans call for virtualising the infrastructure, designing a network, rolling 

out unified communication, or disposing obsolete equipment, Zones has the people and programmes to make it 

happen.

Zones’ qualified teams of integration specialists are certified to build customized IT solutions that are unique to any 

business need. Zones offers a wide range of staging, configuration, IMAC, and ITAD services, all of which can free up 

any organisation’s IT team and save their valuable time.
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The Services

Zones Solution

Zones assigns a Project management specialist to oversee the 

entire project who would be the SPOC for all the customer needs 

and its conversion to operational steps for Zones Team on ground 

for maintaining all aspects of SLA adherence & safety. This 

resource also becomes responsible for managing the periodic 

reporting and messaging for coordination between stake holders 

on both sides.

Zones fulfils the entire requirement under Lifecycle Management 

through their own warehouses across multiple cities.

Dedicated team of Zones Supply chain specialists work with the 

client to provide best in class service for all coordination, storage, 

logistics support & reporting in a timely manner.

Zones can set up a dedicated Email alias and phone number for 

any reach out requirements by customer’s employees for requests 

& their addressal.

Re-enable appropriate settings in the Server app. After the 

customer enables the settings, Apple device can be assign to new 

user and view them in the Admin Portal of MDM.


